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SimpliChorus.com is an online community with forums and plugins for free and full version
available. The plugins are offered in audio as well as video categories. To find your plugin simply

search using keywords or use our forum to ask questions or request plugins. If you need help
with the plugins or the website just come to the forums and post your problem we will be more
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[ 'vue-transition-group' ], sync: true, components: { ColorBar: proxyquire('./color-bar.vue', { $: $

}) } }); let element; let header; let canvas
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=== Chorus effect, one shot only, no looping! Chorus is one shot only, don't confuse with the
Multishot Chorus module on our website. We designed SimpliChorus so that it doesn't multiply
the sound of audio signals, but adds a stereo chorus to them. There are two ways to get that

choppy chorus sound. One way is to mutiple your stereo audio signals. The other way is to just
reverse them so that the original sound is again full stereo. If you combine these two methods,

you'll get the choppy stereo chorus effect. No problem, you can always double reverse your
audio and just play with the gain control to get the perfect sounding chorus. The following

describes both ways: ======= === For full stereo audio signals: To get the choppy chorus,
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play with the left gain to completely mute the sound in the left channel, while increasing the
gain in the right channel. The reverse process, while reducing the left channel gain, increases

the right channel gain. The different between these two is that the original left channel is
reversed by the chorus. +-----+-----+ -:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:>-:

The audio signals will be changed as follows: The original stereo audio signal is turned into two
mono audio signals. We try to adapt to the audio signal to the new situation. If you have a wav-
file which is stereo when converted to a mono-format, we will reverse the audio signals to gain
the choppy stereo chorus effect. To make things easier for you, we tested this plugin and the
settings seem good to give you a great choppy stereo chorus effect. We will be glad to try to
make this plugin better so feel free to report a bug or feedback to us. === === For reversed

audio signals: Our SimpliChorus is a subtractive stereo chorus effect. To get the choppy chorus,
play with the pan control so that the first channel is centered, and the second channel is
reversed. The reversed audio will be shifted right, so the reversed audio gets centered.

+-----+-----+ --:>-:>-:>-:>-: b7e8fdf5c8
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==========================================================
== ---Kavita's SimpliChorus--- I have created this plugin to add more unique sound to your
songs by adding a stereo chorus effect to each channel, this plugin is perfect for adding a slight
delay and to make the original sound more unique and better, a new plugin may not sound like
the original and not the same. Copyright 2005-2008 Kavita Madhav. ================
============================================ ---Restricted Use---
This plugin is released for free use, but you need to go through and list all the credits of Kavita
Madhav for the name of this plugin to be released. ===========================
================================= ---Download & Support--- You can
download the latest version of this plugin from the same source site. Download: =========
=================================================== ---The
Chorus Effect--- (1) Add Delay ================ (2) Normalize
================ (3) Colorize ================ (4) Pan
================ (5) Volume ================ ==================
========================================== --More Support--- If you're
having a problem with this plugin then please ask me for a solution, also if you have any
suggestion to improve this plugin or think that I need to work on this plugin or something then
please let me know also if you find any problem with the way the plugin works then please let
me know. ===================================================
========= ---Licence--- Free for commercial use. All credits go to:
================= Kavita Madhav. Eugene V.Demidov. ===================
========================================= ---Attributions--- Taken
from: - Cross Chorus plugin - used on: - - - - - - -

What's New In?

1) Rate: in the range 0~7 (-1.0 to 1.0) Input 1 sample-rate: 48kHz Input 2 sample-rate: 48kHz
Stereo/mono/4:1 Stereo Center (0) Stereo Width (1) Flip is signal level 1/2. There is Auto mode
and Voice tracking mode. Auto mode sync based on given rate and signal. Voice tracking mode
sync based on signal level, not rate. 2) The Voice: The filter that operates is an allpass filter The
allpass filter is centered at frequency 1.03kHz with 24dB/oct and lowest frequency of 2.5Hz and
highest frequency of 50Hz. The filter is 5.18oct with 0.5dB/oct. The Impulse Response (IR) of the
filter is asymmetrical and a bit wider in the left channel. The IR: Input channel 0 (left) Impulse
Response: Rate (Hz): 0~50 0 -50 0 -50 Depth (dB): 12 12 0.5 - 12 12 12 Depth (dB): 0 0 0.5 - 0 0
0.5 - 0 Mode: Hi-Z 3) LFO: The LFO is modulated by the SampleRate and has a range from -1.0 to
1.0. The rate starts at -0.3 (33%) at input 1 sample-rate: 48kHz and 0.1 (11%) at input 2 sample-
rate: 48kHz. There are 9 steps per octave (1 - 9). The decay rate is 1.3 with 24dB/oct and no
Attack/Decay. LFO: 3 steps per octave Mode: Octave divisor 4) Pan: There are 3 pan modes: Pan
0: 0~100 Pan 0~100 Pan 100~0 There is no Pan 70~100. Pan: 0~100 Pan: 0~100 Pan: 100~0
5) Volume: There is a Volume control from 0 (off) to 15 (full). Volume: 5 6) Feedback: There is no
feedback (lo-pass) only. Feedback: 0 7) Smoothing: There is feedback. The feedback control is
using the ADSR envelope. The feedback threshold is at -12
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System Requirements For SimpliChorus:

macOS High Sierra (10.13) Windows 7 (64 bit) Windows 8 (64 bit) Windows 10 (64 bit) Minimum
3 GB of RAM 2.4 GHz Quad Core Intel i7 16 GB of RAM Setup Download the installer Run the
game Hit the "Select target" button. Wait until the target shows up in the list Use WASD or
Arrow Keys to move around and Space Bar to use your weapon Use Left Mouse to
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